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Video: Another Europe is Possible. “Beyond
Neoliberalism, Mass Unemployment and Fortress
Europe”
Interview with Srećko Horvat
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Region: Europe
Theme: Poverty & Social Inequality

The EU is in a deep crisis, the situation very worrying according to Srećko Horvat. But elites
and governments in the EU are unwilling and incapable of responding to this crisis.

The Left has also failed to provide people with alternatives. Right-wing movements have so
far  profited  from  the  anger  of  workers  and  middle-class  citizens.  The  pan  European
movement DiEM25 wants to fill the gap and develop proposals for solving the crisis in order
to build bridges between political parties and progressive movements to create a different
Europe beyond neoliberalism, mass unemployment and fortress Europe.

Your browser does not support the video tag.

Guest: Srećko Horvat: co-founder of DiEM25, philosopher, activist and author from Croatia

The pan-European movement DiEM25, co-founded by Srećko Horvat and Yanis Varoufakis,
former  finance  minister  of  Greece,  wants  to  build  bridges  between  political  parties  and
progressive movements in Europe. Left parties like the Labour Party under Jeremy Corbyn
and Podemos in Spain should not be losing touch with  its progressive base to avoid what
has happened with Syriza in Greece, says Horvat. Additionally, many problems could not be
solved on an isolated national level. Therefore a left exit from the European project is the
false answer according to Horvat. Most problems have transnational implications like the
economic  or  financial  crisis,  climate  change  or  the  refugee  crisis.  But  the  Left  has  so  far
failed  to  provide  alternatives  to  the  neoliberal  assault  on  European  societies.  Right
movements and parties have instead ceased the opportunity and are doing well. It is high
time to build a “progressive, internationally oriented” Europe.
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